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It’s far easier to
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Recovery?
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Your Brain…

On Breaks



Toggle Menu

10-60 seconds

Sweet Spot

10-30 minutes Longer

Toggle Menu

● Box Breathing
● 10-Second Reset
● Gratitude Practices
● Ear | Hand Massage
● H2O Flush (Apple Cider 

Vinegar)
● Supplementation (Vitamin C, 

Zinc, Omega 3 Fatty Acids)
● Wearables (Fitbit)
● Percussive Therapy Device

● Use PTO!
● Mediterranean Diet / 

Intermittent Fasting
● Yoga
● “Do Not Disturb” Periods
● Infrared Sauna

● Reconnect with Others

● Habit Stacking

● Schedule Recovery TIme

● Rising Rituals

● 10 Minute Abs url

● Legs Up The Wall (Nap)
● Quiet Time (meditation, 

gratitude, prayer)
● Eat & Chew Slowly
● Walk After Meals 20 Min
● Swim | Yoga | Hot tub
● CranioCradle
● Natural light (Vitamin D)



What gives you

Energy?



Physical

Mental Emotional

Spirit

● Aromatherapy

● Box breathing

● Full Glass of H2O

● Percussive 
Therapy 

● Meditate

● 25 min. walk

Shorter Longer

Shorter Longer
● Phone Fast

● Legs Up the Wall

● Gratitude Practice

● Letting Go Process

● Schedule 
Connection Time

● Celebrate a 
Success

Shorter Longer

● Set an Intention

● Review Priorities

● Passion Project

● Volunteer Service

Shorter Longer



“... the Gratitude Group...
● felt better about their lives
● were a full 25% happier
● reported fewer health complaints
● exercised more (an average of 1.5 hours)



What’s your
10-Second

Creating
a 10-second

State Change

State Change?



Creating
a 10-second

What’s your
10-Second

State Change?I am ……..

State Change



- Adam Markel

Code
of Conduct



Physical

Mental Emotional

Spirit

...what 1 change can you commit to?

Recovery
Zones

Create your



RankMyResilience.com/
ZONES



Resilience
Recovery Zones

Mental Emotional

Physical Spiritual

Ideas

One Small Change

Ideas

One Small Change

Ideas

One Small Change

Ideas

One Small Change

Duration & Frequency

M.E.P.S.

Time of Day

M A R K E L
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We are often asked “What are the best recovery rituals for ME?”. 
Our answer is to consider these aspects of recovery: 

Discover The Recovery Rituals That Are Best For You

The time of day that works best for you
The duration and frequency required for you personally
Whether your building your mental, emotional, physical or 
spiritual resilience



What does  

Meaningful
look like

Change?



STATUS QUO
1%

Time

Transformation



Choose Change
Before Change
Chooses You



1. Relax and breathe (rip currents of 
change don’t pull you under)

2. Don’t swim against the current 
(that will just exhaust you)

3. Pivot (take a different tack and swim 
perpendicular to the current)

4. Just float and ride with it (conserve 
your energy to swim when the current 
releases you)

5. Ask for help (If you need help, ask for it 
clearly (don’t try to go it alone or keep silent)

Rip Currents Handling the of Uncertainty 



1 2 3

Pause Ask Choose



1 2 3

Pause Ask
Act
or 

Recover



because she wants to, 

You can’t make a sled dog run 100

got her back,
miles. But if she knows you’ve

she’ll run

because she burns to, and she’ll 
bring you along for the ride.



What does it look like to  

Have Each
Other’s Back?



Got Your Back Partners



are you doing?
What

?



Resilience GROWS Resilience



Resilience
Assessment

Resilience
Kickstart Kit

RankMyResilience.com/IGANWarrior



Walk
with

Adam+
GiftA from



TEAM@ADAMMARKEL.COM

/ADAMMARKEL@ADAMMARKELFANPAGE+1.877.MY.PIVOT

@ADAMDMARKEL @ADAMMARKEL

Adam works one-on-one with individuals who are looking for support, guidance and 
inspiration to up their personal or professional game. Adam provides an exclusive and 
holistic approach to business and speaker development mentoring, expertly integrating 
personal growth with business mastery. Adam also supports organizations through engag-
ing and interactive in-person and virtual workshops, keynotes and meetings.

Corporate Workshops & Keynotes | Mentoring Inquire Below

Resilience Assessment & Kickstart Kit RankMyResilience.com
Building resilience and becoming Change Proof go hand-in-hand. Are you and your business as 
resilient as you need to be? Take our Resilient Leader Assessment and find out. Along with your 
results, you’ll receive a link to our Resilience Kickstart Kit, full of information to get yourself back on 
the resilience track and to inspire new resilience rituals.

The #1 Wall Street Journal bestseller Pivot is now available in paperback. What would you do in 
your life if you knew you could not fail? That’s the question Pivot answers, a road map for embrac-
ing macro-pivots without risking your future and discovering your true potential. As a transforma-
tional teacher and CEO who has trained thousands of people worldwide, Adam can help you leap 
out of your comfort zone and into the destiny you desire. Pivot is a guide to reinvention and 
transition for anyone at any age. The PIVOTIncubator.com is a 15-module online training series 
where Adam unpacks the Pivot Process. He guides you through powerful exercises for achieving 
clarity, creating your vision, gaining and sustaining momentum, and developing foundational 
“master habits” to accelerate your personal and professional results.

Pivot-Ability & Reinvention

Resources
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When we think of resilience, we think of being able to “roll with the punches” and “bounce back” 
after uncertainty or change. But resiliency expert and bestselling author Adam Markel encourages 
you to aim higher. In Change Proof, he shows you how to truly, actually embrace change - to find 
the creative opportunity in uncertainty, as opposed to simply riding it out or reacting to it. Markel 
demonstrates that this kind of resilience - thriving versus surviving - is a skill you can cultivate, 
both personally and professionally. Markel clearly lays out the fundamentals of how to change 
your relationship with change and turn uncertainty and chaos to your own clear advantage.

Change Proof: Leveraging the Power of Uncertainty to Build Long-Term Resilience
AdamMarkel.com/ChangeProof

The Change Proof Podcast AdamMarkel.com/Podcasts
Change happens. Imagine being able to truly bounce forward through disruption and uncertainty, 
instead of getting knocked down by it, riding it out or simply reacting to it. Through insightful 
discussions with business leaders, social innovators and inspiring authorities, Resilience expert 
Adam Markel explores strategies to embrace change, create new opportunities, master innova-
tion and build the resilience required to make stress, upset and even crisis become your stepping 
stones to success. No matter what life throws your way.

The I Love My Life Challenge Book & Workbook
In times of dramatic change, burn out, fear, and stress - the idea of coming into each day 
with energy, let alone positivity, seems impossible. However, Adam Markel has the tools to 
make it so. What Adam discovered through his work with individuals and teams, is that
choosing to love and be grateful for one's life is critical to staying resilient in business and 
life. This book and workbook provide an active challenge for you to make changes for the 
better, including simple, repeatable actions and exercises that you can use personally and 
professionally to center yourselves for better performance in the face of change. Purchase 
on Amazon here.

AdamMarkel.com/Ilovemylife-wkbk

AdamMarkel.com/Pivot-Book

https://www.amazon.com/Love-Life-Challenge-Reconnecting-Breakthrough/dp/1728238757
https://www.amazon.com/Love-Life-Challenge-Reconnecting-Breakthrough/dp/1728238757
http://thepivotincubator.com
https://adammarkel.com/pivot-book
https://adammarkel.com/ilovemylife-wkbk
https://adammarkel.com/changeproof
https://rankmyresilience.com
https://adammarkel.com/podcast
https://adammarkel.com
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